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What if I want a more detailed explanation of a betting tip?
You will see many tip comments by each betting selection.
 You can gain some great insight into betting strategies from our tipsters throu

gh these comments.
For popular events, you will see comments for most outcomes.
 Make your mind up from these comments which often put people onto winning bets 

that they would never have considered.
For discussion around the best bets for each event, we have a very friendly and 

busy sports betting tips forum.
 Head here if you want to ask questions to tipsters or to share your opinions to

o on what are the best betting opportunities today.
 If you are opening a new account then also check out the latest betting offers.
Individuals may apply to exclude themselves from one or more of the following ga

mbling activities in Singapore:
Casinos (Resorts World Sentosa and Marina Bay Sands)
Singapore Pools online betting
What happens after I submit the application?
You will be banned from the following (whichever is applicable):
in private clubs except to perform work within any of those rooms; or taking par

t in any gaming in all jackpot machine rooms; and/or Accessing Singapore Pools a

ccount-related3 services if you are an existing account holder; and opening an a

ccount subsequently if you are not an existing account holder.
Can I apply to revoke my Self-Exclusion once I fulfil the one-year criteria?
2This refers to the scope of &quot;defined work&quot; under the Casino Control A

ct.
Odds Shark is the global authority for betting odds, tips and picks across sport

s, poker, casino games, politics, entertainment and much more.
 Our deep sea of NFL odds, NFL picks and NFL props quench your thirst for NFL be

tting like a sports-fueled Gatorade bath in your birthday suit.
 Through our pearly gambling gates is an NBA gambling playground, prime with NBA

 props and the greatest odds of all time.
 From NCAAB props to ball hogs and game logs, we break down NCAAB bets better th

an a tutoring session from your favorite study hall teacher.
 If you&#39;re on the brink of a Major League Baseball betting meltdown, our MLB

 consensus picks and MLB prop betting tutorial should keep those tears nice and 

dry.
Odds Shark has enlisted experts to help explain sports and poker odds, and casin

o pros who can advise on the math behind blackjack strategy.
 Our reputation is built off of reliability and trustworthiness.
 Odds Shark has been around for as long as most betting websites, and has earned

 a prestigious position in an extremely competitive betting market which few can

 match.
 This is a total of 15 bets, so be aware of this as you will have to pay 15 x yo

ur unit stake to cover the full bet.
 If three or fewer win, you have no return.
 This strategy can work for people, but make sure you realise that your unit sta

ke spend needs to be x15 here for this type of bet (read this â�� betting money ma) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 -32 Td (nagement).

Just like we have explained with the four fold bet, a five fold bet is exactly t

he same but this time with five selections in it.
 If you choose to go down this road, there are seven six folds in seven selectio

ns.
 A bet on seven selections doesn&#39;t need to have a huge stake attached to it,

 because the odds are likely to be so big that even a small staking bet will giv

e you a nice return.
8 Fold Bet from 10 Selections
Rather than looking at what a straight eight fold will give you, here we will lo

ok at eight fold bets across 10 selections.
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